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1. Intergovernmental Agreement on Trans-Asian Railway 

Network

Trans-Asian Railway Network formalized 

through intergovernmental agreement entered 

into force in 2009. Has now 21 contracting 

parties

Developed by ESCAP members as a coordinated

plan to develop a regional railway network to

meet the growing needs of intra and interregional

trade and transport

The Working Group under the agreement

provides a regional platform for the member

countries to discuss persistent and emerging

issues in international railway transport along

the network. Seven meetings- focus on

operational issues





2. Importance of Digital Rail Border Crossing

Emerging trends in international railway 

transport along Trans-Asian Railway Network

✓ New routes for international railway 

transport

✓ New rail infrastructure

✓ New services along the Trans-Asian Railway 

network

✓ New alliances to promote international 

railway freight 



Importance of Digital Rail Border Crossing

Pandemic impact on railway transport

✓Railways proved to be reliable transport 

means -as the rail freight flows avoided 

major restrictions

✓ Pandemic helped in promoted faster 

solutions and special

✓ Pandemic gave further momentum to 

digitalization of railway transport even in 

countries with relatively low level of digital 

services



Importance of Digital Rail Border Crossing

Pandemic impact on railway transport

✓New solutions for customers and services, 

primarily digital, were proposed in many 

countries

✓Most national railway strategies have yet to 

considers the full impact of COVID-19 

pandemic in medium and long term 

✓No dedicated funded support programme

for railways at international



3. Complex environment of railway border crossing

Complexity 
of railway 

border 
crossings

Numerous 
stakeholders

Competing 
interests of the 

stakeholders

Lack of 
sharing of 

information 
among 

regulatory 
agenciesDifferent 

processes and 
inspections for 
completion of 

formalities

Inefficient  
information 
exchanges  

among railways 
and regulators

Lack of mutual 
recognition of 

inspections  
Customs to 

Customs and 
railways to 

railways



Fragmented railway legal environment



Main processes at the railway border crossings

The main processes undertaken at the railway border crossing can be 

grouped as follows:

Commercial handover (railways) 

Technical handover including dealing with break of gauge  
(railways)

Customs Formalities

Border guard / Immigration formalities

Other Government Agencies formalities



4. Existing situation on electronic information exchange 
between railways

TAF

(EU, COTIF)

EDI, SMGS

(OSJD)

MESPLAN, 
train handover 
sheet, tracking

(CIS CRT)
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Railway electronic exchange systems have been developed by EU, 
OSJD and CIS
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TAF

TSI- TAF SYSTEM: 

Being applied in EU and COTIF railway areas, the TAF system
covers exchange of data between multiple carriers and
infrastructure managers concerning:

- consignment note data
- wagon trip plan
- allocation of railway infrastructure capacity (path)
- train preparation and running forecast
- movement of wagon
- post trip data (to improve transportation quality)
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OSJD
OSJD DEVELOPMENTS:

Apply within the geographic scope of the organization, solutions 
aimed at facilitation of international rail freight traffic by:

- implementing electronic railway data exchange (EDI)
- developing electronic SMGS consignment note
- contribution to development of the electronic CIM/SMGS 

consignment note  
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CIS 
CRT

CIS CRT SOLUTIONS: 

Products developed in the context of the CIS CRT are being applied
in the territory of the Commonwealth of Independent States and in
neighboring railway networks. They are dedicated to data exchange
between railways to facilitate:

- global planning of international rail freight flows (MESPLAN 
system)

- facilitation of cross-border operations (electronic train handover 
sheet)

- goods/vehicles tracking (standardized dedicated messages)   



▪ Each of the systems applies in
its own (often overlapping)
geographical area, virtually
independently developed, in
accordance with its own legal
framework and governed by
different entities

▪ Lack of interface between
some systems imposes use of
numerous solutions for
information exchange in
“transit” railway networks
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TAF

(EU, COTIF)

EDI, SMGS

(OSJD)

MESPLAN, 
train handover 
sheet, tracking

(CIS CRT)

?

Challenges for international  railway transport
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Paper 
Other CN

Paperless 
SMGS

Paper 
SMGS

Paper 
CIM

Paperless 
CIM

Lack of seamless Information flow along 
the international railway corridors

Paperless CIM/SMGS



5. Key issues in streamlining customs formalities for 

international railway transport

✓ Information exchange among railways in many

countries, remains paper based- lack of

electronic information exchange inhibits prior

information and advanced risk management for

Customs

✓Documents and data required by Customs for

international rail transit varies among the

countries leading to burdensome procedures

✓Recognize consignment note as customs transit

declaration



Key issues related to streamline customs formalities for 

international railway transport

✓ Lack of interface between railways and Customs

information systems hinders efficient exchange of

information required for use of new technologies

in completion of control measures

✓ Electronic pre- arrival intimation for advance and

integrated risk assessment

✓ Lack of cooperation (mutual recognition and joint

controls) among customs and other government

agencies in instituting control measures

✓ Some customs authorities require guarantees for

rail transit increasing time and cost



6. Electronic exchange of information for streamlining 

customs formalities for rail 

✓ Recognition of railway consignment note as

customs transit declaration

✓ Use of new technologies in collecting

information required for regulatory controls and

increased cooperation among border agencies

behind the border and across the border

✓ Joint completion of customs and other

regulatory controls including mutual recognition

of inspection results and integrated risk analysis

✓ Electronic pre- arrival intimation can facilitate

integrated risk assessment



Electronic interface between railways and border agencies

Pre-arrival

information 

on goods and 

train arrival

Data from 

automatic 

equipment's  

dynamic 

weighing 

scale, 

dynamic 

scanners

Railway 

Transport 

Electronic 

Single 

Window

Customs

Railways

Immigration

Border

Guards

Quarantine

Others

Joint 

inspections

Railway freight 
information 
system

Rolling stock 
inspection 
data

Passport/identit
y card data for 
railway crew



Encourage electronic exchange of information

among the relevant stakeholders such as pre-

arrival information and harmonized message

exchange for rail transit between railways and

among railways and controls agencies

Promote interface between railway and customs

information exchange systems for efficient sharing

of information

Reduced guarantees for rail transit and simplified

procedures for authorized rail operators (AROs)

(including mutual recognition agreement among

AROs) to facilitate rail transit

Electronic exchange of information for streamlining customs 

formalities for rail 





http://www.unescap.org/our-work/transport

Thank you 

for 

your attention


